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B

iomimetics and logistics have been discussed broadly
in the scientific literature with regard to their particular discipline. The main purpose of this paper is to explore the amount and structure of the scientific research
on the interdisciplinary topic of biomimetics applied to logistics. With this subject area, we performed a query of
scientific online databases and conducted a bibliometric
analysis to explore the most influential works and their
impact on logistics. However, the term bionics was introduced in the late 1960s, and our analysis revealed a marginal scientific attention on the combined topic bionics &
logistics until 2003. Nevertheless, the interdisciplinary
topic was increasing disproportionately until today in
comparison to their particular disciplines. Additionally,
the results of our analysis indicate that some fields of logistics benefit a lot from principles of nature (e.g.
transport logistics from behavioural biology) while other
fields of logistics could not use this potential. Furthermore, our analysis presents a country ranking according
to the amount of publications, which is led by China. Finally, contents and findings are briefly discussed to provide an overview of the previous academic research.
[Keywords: bionics; biomimetics; logistics; material handling;
SCM; bibliometric study; literature review]

1

INTRODUCTION AND AIM OF THE INVESTIGATION

Due to globalisation, dynamics of the markets, increasing clockspeed and ever faster dissemination of new
technologies, requirements for existing logistics and production systems have changed. The existing approach for
dealing with this problem is often to increase flexibility [1].
It describes the quick possibility of adapting systems within
a strict pre-defined range without the need of large additional investments. Nevertheless, the turbulence of the
business environment varies greatly, thus the dimension
and direction of changes are hardly predictable. Here the
approach of changeability tries to extend by integrating the
terms flexibility and reconfigurability [2]. But it is obvious
to the involved companies and countries that those who
adapt faster to market requirements while keeping costs
low, will be on the winning side. Therefore, scientists work
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hard to find successful approaches for solving complex
problems in engineering and other disciplines mentioned
above.
Throwing a glance at nature, also known as bionics or
biomimetics, could be such a promising approach. Von
Gleich et al. defines the term biomimetics as follows:
“…learn from nature…investigation of natural…structures, functions, processes, and systems” [3]. A wellknown example is the lotus effect of the lotus plant, which
can be found in many products e.g., soil-repellent textiles
[4]. In logistics, also, there are already several applications
of biomimetics [5]. For example, transportation routes can
be optimized by means of an ant algorithm [6]. And especially these associations between biomimetics & logistics
will be illuminated in this article, while considering the following exciting questions: To what extent has biomimetics
already been expanded into logistics? Which research categories are of major interest for the scientific community?
Which trends have emerged in recent years in this combined interdisciplinary area? And how has the amount of
publications increased compared with other disciplines?
Which country actually leads the competition in finding
successful approaches derived from biomimetics? Before
all these questions are answered in Chapter 3, Chapter 2
will first draw attention to the used method and explain it
further.
2

METHOD OF THE INVESTIGATION

To identify developments in various fields of science,
bibliometrics has become a useful tool. The word consists
of “biblio” referring to books, and “metrics” referring to
measurement. Therefore, bibliometrics is a generic term for
a whole range of specific measurements and indicators and
can be understand as a set of tools for analysing publication
data. For example: counting papers with attribution by
country; counting citations to measure the impact of published work on the scientific community etc. [7, 8].
Before presenting the results in Chapter 3, this Chapter
will consider the scope of the investigation, the data source
determination and data collection and check.
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2.1

SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION

In a first step, the area of scientific investigation has to
be marked out. For example, a study from the year 2010 is
concerned with trends of biomimetics and its future potentials [3]. While Von Gleich’s research contains an overall
viewpoint of biomimetics, the focus of this study was specifically on biomimetics in logistics and related disciplines.
It was therefore necessary to construct different query
couples as a search term to cover the “world” of biomimetics as well as the “world” of logistics. Literature provides a
range of synonyms for biomimetics, which were used as
search terms, including biomimetic, bionic, bio, and bioinspired. These terms, which were complemented with definition, are also often used in literature for topics relating to
biomimetics: self-organisation, swarm intelligence, ant algorithm and bee algorithm [5, 9, 10]. The search words for
logistics included a broad range of terms like, logistic,
transport, production system, manufacturing system, manufacturing, supply chain, shop floor, factory layout, material handling and material flow. Query couples like bio-inspired & logistic, bionic & material flow, self-organisation
& logistic and other similar combinations were constructed
from these words (see more in Table 1).
Table 1.

Query couples.

query couples
bionic & logistic
biomimetic & logistic
bionic & transport
self-organisation & logistic
bionic & production system
bionic & manufacturing system
bionic & manufacturing
bionic & supply chain
bionic & shop floor
bio & factory layout
bionic & material flow
biomimetic & material flow
bionic & material handling
biomimetic & material handling
bio inspired & material handling

2.2

bio-inspired & logistic
swarm intelligence & logistic
swarm intelligence & transport
swarm intelligence & supply chain
swarm intelligence & material
handling
ant algorithm & logistic
ant algorithm & transport
ant algorithm & supply chain
ant algorithm & material handling
bee algorithm & logistic
bee algorithm & transport
bee algorithm & supply chain
bee algorithm & material handling

DATA SOURCE DETERMINATION

Databases are the basic building blocks of bibliometrics. Before a database can be used, it must be checked for
suitability. Suitable criteria include time horizon, scientific
fields, media forms, actuality and completeness. Today,
there are three major state-of-the-art bibliographic databases with online access: Web of Science (WOS), Scopus
and Google Scholar. Free data collection from Google is
not available for serious scientific bibliometric analysis,
because it is not completely clear which publications are
recognized and how the citation is created [11]. With approx. 50 million entries, Web of Science and Scopus are
relatively similar with regard to the quantity of their data.
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However, there are some differentiations in terms of content (see Table 2) [12].
In order to ensure the widest possible coverage of the
area of investigation, the queries of the present study are
evaluated in both databases.
Table 2.

2.3

Database overview

DATA COLLECTION AND DATA CHECK

The queries in the databases were carried out between
3 Feb 2014 and 14 Feb 2014. To restrict the search and to
obtain useful data, the following operators or limitations
were used: The Boolean operator ‘AND’ between the terms
of logistics and biomimetics. Furthermore, in the Web of
Science Core Collection, the expression ‘NEAR/2’ was applied with shared biomimetical or logistical terms. Here,
the searching field ‘topic’ includes title, abstract, author
keywords and keywords plus. In the Scopus database, the
expression ‘PRE/2’ was applied with shared biomimetical
or logistical terms. The searching field contained article
headlining, abstract and keywords. The operators NEAR/2
and PRE/2 automatically sort out documents, with more
than two words standing between both parts of the search
word (for example: “ant NEAR/2 algorithm AND logistic”).
The received data was checked by using the summary
concerning subject areas and sorted out if necessary. The
criterion was whether or not the publications refer to economics and engineering sciences which are connected to
logistics. For more detailed evaluations, the publications
were divided into biological and technical sub-groups (e.g.,
behavioural biology, transport logistics, etc.) by means of
the software Endnote. An automated check removed all duplicates. Afterwards, the citations of the publications were
evaluated. On this occasion, an inspection of topic and duplicate took place, but without assigning the publications to
individual subgroups.
3
3.1

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OUTPUT ANALYSIS

This kind of investigation deals with the measurement
of the scientific output considering scientific publications
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focusing on different details: for example, output from one
person, output of an institute or university or a scientific
subdiscipline concerning a certain time period, from which
conclusions can be drawn about the productiveness regarding publications [8].
The evaluation of the present study contains 664 datasets in which 364 publications were determined and

Figure 1.

grouped directly by searching in WOS or Scopus. The remaining records are related to the citations of the examined
publications. The results include three groups of publications: monographs, conference papers and journal articles.
With 42 % journal articles, 31 % conference papers and
27 % monographs, the literature spectrum (Figure 1) indicates an almost equal distribution.

Literature spectrum.

As seen in Figure 1, the publication dynamic is very
low till 2003 (≤2 publications p.a.). In the period between
1990 and 2002, only eight journal articles or conference papers were published in the area of biomimetics & logistics.
But beginning with 2008 (47 publications), rapid growth
can be observed on this connected topic. In a comparable
study, Lepora et al. (2013) also draw a similar picture by
focusing only on the term biomimetics and analysing publications from 1995-2011. While the amount of publications is very low from 1995 until 2002 (< 400 publications
p.a.), it then increases significantly until 2011 with (2800
publications p.a.) [10].
The 364 analysed publications were released in 275
different mediums (journals, conferences etc.). This shows
that the topic is very widespread, but some major journals
and conferences were also detected (compare Appendix 1).
So the journals with the most contributions were:
International Journal of Production Research (IJPR) with 9
publications, followed by International Journal of
Advanced Manufacturing Technology (IJoAMT) with 8
publications. Computer Integrated Manufacturing Systems
(CIMS) and Expert Systems with Applications (ESWA)
have each 5 publications and System Engineering Theory
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and Practice (SETaP) 4 publications. All other journals
have ≤3 publications.
A similar picture emerges within conferences. The
International Conference of Chinese Logistics and Transportation Professionals – Logistics (ICCLTP) leads with 7
publications followed by Mexican International Conference on Artificial Intelligence (MICAI), International
Conference of Logistics Engineering and Management
(ICLEM) and International Conference on Automation and
Logistics (ICAL) with 3 publications each. All other conferences have ≤ 2 publications.
3.2

RESONANCE ANALYSIS

The following perception analysis deals with the resonance evoked by publications in the scientific community.
For measuring purposes, the citation rate (CCP) describing
the number of citations per publication is counted. The
quality of a paper is determined by using this citation frequency. However, in bibliometrics, the so-called Matthew
effect suggests that articles which could exceed a certain
perception threshold are cited more often, while other comparable ones disappear. It can also be deduced with high
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probability that the more often known authors are cited, the
better known they become [13].

Figure 2.

Citations per year

Figure 2 gives a similar picture as Figure 1. Until 2003,
the citation of publications remains very low (eight citations in total from 1998 to 2002). Starting from 2009 (48
citations) there is a sudden increase of citations. This could
be explained by the fact that there had been a strong increase in the quantity of publications the year before. This
shows the close relationship between publication and citation behaviour. With the help of this graphical analysis, a
strong growth dynamic over the past five years can be
found in the field of ‘logistics with biomimetics’.
When observing Figure 2, the following questions
arise: which are the most frequently cited papers? Who are
their authors? What are they dealing with? Appendix 2 answers with a compact overview, but the contents of the five
most cited papers are described below in more detail.
The most frequently cited paper (36 citations) of our
bibliometric analysis was published from Solimanpur, Vrat
and Shankar in 2005. It deals with the development of an
ant algorithm for solving the single row layout problem
(SRLP). This new approach shows a better performance
than many existing algorithms in this area [14]. In the
fourth placed paper (23 citations) McKendall and Shang
developed something similar: A hybrid ant systems (HASs)
for solving the dynamic facility layout problem (DFLP). In
a test with two data sets from the literature the HASs found
new best solutions for more than one-half of all the test
problems and was a more efficient technique for solving
DFLP [15].
With 34 citations, Tharumarajah, Wells and Nemes
(1996) provided the second most frequently cited paper.
Because of customers’ individual needs, a strong reduction
of batch sizes is expected in the production area. Innovative
biological structures instead of current organizations are
discussed. Their work describes the underlying principle of
three concepts: bionic, fractal and holonic manufacturing.
In addition, design and operating characteristics are compared [16]. In their 1998 contribution, the same authors
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continue (8th place of our analysis) with ‘biological manufacturing system’, ‘fractal factory’ and ‘holonic manufacturing’. They present different parallels between manufacturing systems and biological systems in terms of
autonomous and spontaneous behaviour, social harmony
and hierarchical relations. Manufacturing units could act,
for example, as a cell to link up hierarchical control structures like shops, factories or companies [17].
The third most frequently cited paper that was quoted
by 23 scientific publications was published by Chen and
Ting (2006). It deals with algorithms for solving the vehicle
routing problem. The authors improved the standard ACS
(ant colony system) to the IACS (improved ant colony system) by adding the ‘new state transition rule’, the ‘new
pheromone updating rule’ and diverse ‘local search approaches’. In order to show improvements Chen and Ting
(2006) applied the IACS on fourteen benchmark problems
and compared the results with AS (ant system) and SA
(simulated annealing). In eight of fourteen cases, IACS
achieved the best results [18]. The 6th-placed paper by Fuellerer et al. (2009) deals with the related area of ‘two dimensional loading vehicle routing problem’. In 2L-CVRP (twodimensional loading capacitated vehicle routing problem)
a heuristics procedure based on ACO (ant colony optimization) is applied. The ACO procedure is extended by a
‘loading heuristics’. The algorithm can thus look for routes
while checking at the same time whether the loading problem can be solved for the found distances [19].
Another field of activity (traffic logistics) considered
by Lammer and Helbing (2008) received twelve citations.
The authors introduced a control algorithm based on shortterm traffic forecasts which enables coordination between
neighbouring traffic lights. In this case, Lammer and Helbing (2008) tried to minimize the travel time (especially in
urban areas) through appropriate traffic light control. This
decentralised control algorithm stabilises the traffic as long
as a stable ‘fix-timed control with cycletime T’ is given.
Then ‘the self-organized traffic light control’ is applied to
different traffic volumes. Additionally, the authors applied
‘the self-organized traffic light control’ to multiple traffic
volumes. In nearly all cases, the model led to a reduction of
travel time, subsequently also decreasing fuel consumption
and CO2 – emissions [20].
3.3

COUNTRY RANKING

It is hard to interpret absolute figures on their output
and response without other comparison values. A direct
comparison with other people, universities or countries can
help to detect additional information. Hence, the publications of our analysis were categorized to the respective
countries. If author’s affiliation were from different countries, those countries were included. Figure 3 shows a country ranking of all publications analysed in the database.
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Figure 3.

Ranking of countries with respect to publications focusing on the connected topic biomimetics & logistics (24 further
countries, which are not shown in the figure, contribute a total amount of 10.74%)

China leads this comparison with a score of 54.48%
contributing more than half of total publications. Germany follows with 4.86% and United States are third
with 4.60%.
However, it should be noted that our analysis focuses
on quantitative data and not on qualitative reviews of publications, nor does it consider other comparison values (research budget, number of scientists and universities, etc.).
Nevertheless, a recent study of Von Gleich et al. (2010)
considered publications between 1995 and 2005 with the
keywords ’bionic*’ and ‘biomim*’ (in contrast to our
study, Von Gleich has no special focus on logistics). Thus
the publications’ distribution by countries was different to
ours. Their ranking within the field of biomimetics was led
by USA (32.5%), followed by Japan (12.16 %), Germany
(9.57%) and China (7.59%) in fourth place [3]. However,
the leading country in the combined subject of logistics and
biomimetics, concerning research activities, is obviously
China.
3.4

TREND ANALYSIS

Based on the obtained data, an attempt was made to
determine potential scientific conceptual trends by observing a statistically detectable development. If certain issues
in terms of publications remain at a highly increasing level
for a longer time period, this is a positive trend (uptrend).
The other way round, dropping citation rates reveal a decreasing subject interest (downtrend). Trend analysis
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serves strategic and political decisions in the field of science [8].
As seen in Figure 1, the number of publications has
increased in the connected field of bionics & logistics since
2003. Since 2008, a fast growing amount of publications
on the topic of bionics in logistics can be observed. Even if
the dynamic of citation is added, a trend is clearly evident
in this area.
Figure 4 compares publication dynamics, most essentially, the topic logistics (in Web of Science and Scopus)
and the topic bionics (in Web of Science and Scopus) with
the combined results of bionics & logistics. The starting
point is in 2002, because publications had increased in the
field of bionics & logistics from then on (see Figure 1).
Publication behaviour in the topics mentioned is growing
slightly overall, but not as strongly as in the combined area
of bionics & logistics. In 2013 (52) in the area of bionics &
logistics, 26 times more publications were published than
in 2002 (2) compared with bionics, where only 5 times
more publications had been published during the same period of time (2002:(123); 2013: (662)). In other words,
from 2002 to 2013, the average rise for logistics is 12.06%
p.a , 16.53% p.a for bionics and 34.51% p.a for bionics &
logistics. This data shows that there is a trend towards biomimetic solutions in logistics.
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Figure 4.

3.5

Comparison of publication dynamics in logistics, bionics and the combination of bionics & logistic

FIELD ANALYSIS

In the present study two scientific disciplines were
taken into consideration: logistics and bionics. But due to
the fact that those two fields are widespread and contain
various research fields, a division into major categories was
necessary for a more detailed overview.

Figure 5.

By analysing the summary, the publications were
grouped and categorized into the most important biological
related fields of research on the one hand, while on the
other hand they were divided into the major logistics related fields of research

Distribution of the analysed publications within logistical fields of research (left) and biological fields of research (right)

The categories were developed step by step while analysing the publications. Therefore, there was no need for an
“others” category. Figure 5 illustrates this categorization,
where on the left side the distribution of the publications
within logistical categories can be observed, while on the
right side, the categorization regarding subdisciplines of biology can be seen. How we distinguished the logistics categories in detail can be studied in Appendix 3. The biggest
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portion in logistics (compare Figure 5 left) is transport logistics with 39.14% of the analysed publications, followed
by material flow design with 19.70% and supply chain management with 18.69%. In the biological division (compare
Figure 5 right), 82.00% of publications are assigned to behavioural biology (explores, describes and compares the behaviour of individuals and species) followed by evolutional
biology (concerned with the study of evolutionary processes)
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with 8.02 % and cell biology (explores cells – their physiological properties, their structure, interactions with their
environment etc.) with 5.84%. Some publications contained overlapping topics, so they were assigned to multiple subject areas.
To visualize the connection between different fields
of research in bionics & logistics the results are compiled

Figure 6.

in a matrix (see Figure 6). Obviously, the areas of
behavioural biology and transport logistics have the
biggest overlap and therefore the most publications. Furthermore, behavioural biology is related to all the illustrated logistic topics, while other topics like robotics
have not any intersection with botany, cell biology,
evolutional biology and ecology.

Overlapping subject areas in publications

But what is the particular content of these inter-connected research topics? To address this question we selected eight different intersection points or intersection
couples, which will be briefly outlined. (1) Evolutional and
Behavioural biology / transport and warehouse logistics –
as shown above (in the discussion of Appendix 2) the main
topic in this section is the Traveling Salesman Problem.
Faster algorithms are developed to find acceptable, but still
suboptimal solutions. Bionics is applied here, e.g. the behaviour of ants and bees have inspired different approaches
of algorithms, but also the evolution of living beings provides help. Based on these algorithms, faster routes can be
calculated, which are close to the optimum [18, 19, 21, 22].
(2) Cell, human and behavioural biology / material flow design and production planning. There are biomimetic solutions for planning of production orders and the organizational behaviour of individual departments, but also when
configuring charging and discharging cycles.
Current topics within material flow design are, for example, driverless transport systems, layout of manufacturing cells or self-controlling material flows. Here, bionics
tries to offer biologically inspired solutions, which are derived from the structure or the function of the cell, the
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swarm behaviour of various animals or the organization of
the human nervous system respectively [16, 17, 23, 24]. (3)
Behavioural biology / location planning and Supply Chain
Management. Finding the right location for a distribution
warehouse or the ideal location of supplier and customer
network is a multiple task, and future changes e.g., customer
growth must also be considered. In this case, the swarm behaviour of different animals provides ideas for biomimetic
solutions. Current research tries to build up ideal networks
with the ability to react quickly to customer needs and other
demands [25-28]. (4) Behavioural biology / traffic logistics.
Occurring problems with the infrastructure (e.g., traffic congestion, restrictions) is the content at off-site transport logistics. Current research efforts focus on solving this problem
with biologically inspired algorithms. Above all, the behaviour of small animals (including ants, glowfly etc.) is used
[20, 29]. (5) human and behavioural biology / robotics. According to our analysis, robotics is only a border area of bionics & logistics, but according to the study of Lepora et al.
(2013), the most frequent topic in biomimetics. Nevertheless, it is impossible to imagine logistics without robots.
Scientists attempt to abstract the human perception, so that
robots can react in certain areas independently [30, 31].
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4

CONCLUSION

Biomimetics and logistics have been discussed
broadly in the scientific literature regarding their particular
discipline. We therefore conducted a bibliometric analysis
to explore the amount and structure of the scientific research on the interdisciplinary topic of biomimetics applied
to logistics. Additionally, our bibliometric analysis focused
on identifying scientific journals and conferences with the
greatest amount of publications and the most influential academic papers. When analysing the publications on the inter-connected topics bionics & logistics, it can be observed
that biomimetics has expanded into many logistical fields
in recent years. Principles of behavioural biology, in particular, are applied to various logistic research topics to
which transport logistics contributes the largest share. Nevertheless, some topics (e.g. biological inspired factory layouts) have not been explored yet.
Between 2003 and 2013 the amount of publications
(absolute figures) rose from 7 to 57, while citations per year
rose from 6 to 93 in the same time period. Furthermore, as
the trend analysis (compare 3.4) of the publication has
shown, a trend towards finding biologically inspired solutions in the context of logistics is definitely recognizable. It
was pointed out that the combined topic bionics & logistics
grows significantly stronger than the respective disciplines.
The leading country in terms of publication quantity is
China, followed by Germany and the USA.
This study is based on contributions which are listed
in WOS and Scopus databases. But it should be mentioned
that this does not signify completeness. In Germany, for instance, the BIOKON Network carries out extensive activities in science and industry with regard to biomimetics. Although this fact has resulted in plenty of publications in
German, most of them are not listed in WOS and Scopus.
In other countries it could be similar, so that our study to
some extent still remains ambiguous.
Another point of criticism arises in relation to the
query couples. Even though we searched using numerous
terms constructed from two words (one of bionical and one
of logistical origin), we could have found a higher number
of publications by expanding the query couple list with additional, perhaps even more appropriate matching search
terms.
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APPENDIX 3. CATEGORIES WITHIN LOGISTICS [32-36]
Transport logistics deals with the external, physical disposal of goods within a logistics network.
Loading and unloading operations also belong to this area.
Within material flow design, the linkage of all processes is determined containing the extraction,
treatment, storage and distribution of goods within defined areas (working systems).
Location planning aims to determine optimal location for a facility. An efficient throughput from the
supplier to the customer is the basic intention underlying the plan.
Supply Chain management (SCM) deals with the coordination of the overall flow (material-, information- and financial flow) from the supplier up to the final consumer.
Production planning and production control deals with all parameters and resources which are necessary for the planning and realisation of all production and manufacturing activities.
Traffic logistics is similar to transport logistics with external transports, but hereby the selected infrastructure of the different transport carriers is included.
Warehouse logistics concentrates on the storage and management of goods in a warehouse. This includes not only the transport of goods in the warehouse, but also all movements from storage to retrieval.
Robotics deals with automated moving devices consisting of several movable axes, which allow to
manipulate objects in their surroundings.
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